
Overview of teaching and learning of Reading 

Intent 

Our English curriculum is designed to develop pupils’ spoken language, 

reading, writing and vocabulary as integral aspects of the teaching of every 

subject. Our intent is that children develop the ability to understand and apply 

their skills in the English language confidently across all subjects.  

As children progress through the school, they will develop ability to read 

fluently, with expression; understand extended prose (both fiction and non- 

fiction) and be encouraged to read for pleasure. 

The Big Ideas 

 

Implementation 

• The importance of developing a story telling culture and encouraging 

rich story telling language is embedded before the formal reading skills 

are taught.  

• Phonics will be emphasised in the early teaching of reading and progress 

closely monitored. Structured programmes of Read, Write Inc are taught 

in daily multisensory sessions. They will learn to hear and say the sounds 

by segmenting and blending.  

• Word reading will build the children’s confidence at decoding and 

speedy recognition. Their surroundings in school are rich in displays and 

labels where reading is encouraged to develop independence. 

• Our pupils will have the opportunities to discuss and listen to a wide 

range of fiction, poetry, plays and non-fiction books. This includes e 

books. 

• All pupils are encouraged to read widely across both fiction and non- 

fiction to develop their knowledge of their world and gain knowledge 



across the curriculum. The variety of books read are recorded to enable 

the monitoring of the breadth of their experiences. 

• An appreciation of books and a love of reading is key to the progress of 

our children as it feeds their imagination, developing creative minds and 

a feeling of wonder. Our school offers a diverse and stimulating range of 

experiences, including several educational visits where reading is an 

integral part of the day. 

 

• Comprehension of texts is developed at all stages. This may be through 

discussion of high quality texts that stretch their ability in class, group or 

individual reading.  

• Displays of topic books, stories by the same author or a period of history 

are used to encourage the awareness of theme across a wide range of 

books. 

• Applying their reading skills to retrieve, record and present information 

is an integral part of their learning and gives reading a real purpose. 

• Vocabulary that children encounter when reading, that they rarely use, 

will be discussed and a selection of words selected to develop their 

knowledge and encourage their use in writing. 

• Reading to an audience is part of the broad curriculum we offer. This 

may be to peers, adults (including a range of community volunteers), 

parents in a church service, assembly or show. Poetry will also be learnt 

be heart and performed. 

• Enriching reading activities including, author visits, reading cafés, World 

Book Day, Library Challenge and ‘shelfies’ help make reading come alive. 

• The link between reading at home and school is extremely important. All 

children have a home link book and in which reading at home and in 

school is celebrated. 

Impact 

By the end of their time at Hintlesham and Chattisham C of E Primary School, 

pupils will have been given the opportunities to read a vast range of texts for a 

variety of purposes. They will have the skills to work out unfamiliar words and 

read accurately, fluently and confidently. Drawing inferences will help them to 

understand what they have read to a greater depth and they will be able to 

discuss themes using evidence. They will also be familiar with a wide range of 

genres and make comparisons between books. Reading aloud, presenting 



information and performing plays will show an understanding of intonation 

and tone enabling them to be confident public readers and therefore speakers. 

Finally, a lifelong love of reading is established for a variety of reasons ranging 

from research to pleasure.  

 

 

 

 

 


